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Growing Writerly Habits
Welcome to your Second FEPC Bonus!
Even the most famous of the famous writers have
hit a wall, otherwise known as a “writer’s block.”
But it’s not a thing to nurture into a habit. However,
that means you need to develop a better habit, one
that serves your writing goals and aspirations.

Being a Writer…
 Writers write:
• Sometimes only a _________________.
• A ______________.
• A ______________.
• A ______________.
 And Sometimes:
• They write __________________________.

Writers write.
Decide to write.
No.
Matter.
What.
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Growing Writerly Habits
The Writer’s Mind
These tools can be super helpful in either
developing your writing habits, or enhancing and
strengthening them.
Check out the following list and pick two or three to
begin using…or use more often.

Tools and Techniques to Use Habitually (sorry, we couldn’t help it)
1.

2.

3.

Outlines

• An outline doesn’t have to be a big
thing. Just scrawling out some ideas
on a yellow pad can be helpful.

4.

Visit Strange Places

5.

Make a Muse Room

Journey of Discovery

• For some a journey of discovery is
an actual journey. Say you’re story
involves some epic Highlander
Swordsman, you might travel to
Scotland to deepen your sense of
who the swordsman is.
• For others, the journey might be
more of daydreaming for an hour or
two about what happened in the
Scotsman life to turn him into a
swordsman.

Interview Characters

• If you’ve completed our companion
course, Fantasy Writing Boot Camp,
you’ve heard Brandon King talk

about his interview of his gargoyle
antagonist.

6.

• Similar to a discovery journey except
now you’re trying to find weird
places. 😉😉
• Stephen King began his writing
career literally writing his novels, in
a closet, on a small typewriter.
Maybe you need something like that
to maintain your concentration?

Add a Music Vibe

• If you’re not already using music as
an inspirational background, try it
out. You might find that songs
actually inspire scenes! NOTE: I
recommend the songs don’t have
lyrics. Check out my playlist here.
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Growing Writerly Habits
Understand How Fiction Works
To make sure your writing pops, it’s helpful to
return to the basics.
Let’s review…

Fiction Needs Three Things to Rise to Greatness
1.

Disorder and Chaos

2.

Surprise

3.

• Yep, it might sound weird, but you know it’s true. If you’re someone who likes life to
be tidy and predictable, make sure you’re not writing that into your story.
• Remember when Hagrid announces to Harry Potter that he’s a wizard? That’s what
you’re going for, too.
• Keep in mind that peppering your story with revealing surprises is essential. But too
many can be like too much chili sauce.

Connection

• If you’re laying out your surprises well—not too many but not too few—make sure to
connect them somewhere along the way.
• Going back to our Harry Potter reference, JK Rowling had strung together so many
connecting story lines by the final book that our head swam with the complexity of
them all. But…she made them all work because of all the little clues and connecting
hints she wove into the entire series.
• Aim for a little of that magic early and often in your writing.
• As your habit grows, so will your skill at weaving more and more of them in.
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Growing Writerly Habits
YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE COURSE!
WOW! See? You are a rock star! And an author! Your amazingness is, well,
amazing. 
We want you to know that we’ve loved teaching you, and that we believe in you.
You can get your story written in 30 days or less. Plus you can get it published as
an eBook in that same time frame.
Do you have to? Nope. Take 31 days. Or 301. Even 3001. Just make sure to
believe in yourself and never let go of your dream to be a published author.
We’d love to hear from you! Was there something that we could make clearer?
Something you REALLY liked? Maybe something you wish there was more
content on? Let us know! We’re making changes and improving our programs all
the time. And you have lifetime access! So you’ll get notified as each new and
improved version hits the interwebs. 
FINAL WORDS

Keep writing. Keep believing. Never give up.
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